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Garland, alex, director. Annihilation. performers. Natalie portman, Jennifer Jason leigh, tessa 
thompson, Gina rodriguez, tuva Novotny, and oscar isaac. paramount pictures. 2018. Film.

Adaptations are tricky beasts. However closely you try to follow the source text, your 
version of a story will look different to how others pictured it; particularly when the source text 
contains fantastical and bizarre imagery, or is heavily atmospheric. Novels of this kind are often 
deemed ‘unfilmable,’ though recently more and more seem to find themselves being adapted. If, 
as Linda Hutcheon argues, “adaptation is repetition, but repetition without replication” (A Theory of 
Adaptation 7), then fidelity will never be fully realised. What really matters is whether the changes 
made enhance or detract from the adaptation’s success. Furthermore, fidelity is not just about literal 
translation but also a conceptually abstract notion; changes are always made in adaptations but 
what matters most for knowing audiences is that it retains the essence, or spirit, of its adapted text 
- which is something Annihilation (2018) does comfortably.

Based on the opening book in Jeff VanderMeer’s critically acclaimed Southern Reach trilogy 
(2014), Alex Garland’s Annihilation follows an all-female expedition into the mysterious zone known 
as Area X, a territory created when an extraterrestrial object collided into a lighthouse somewhere 
in Florida. The ever-expanding border of Area X is a shifting oil-on-water slick of permeable wall 
known as The Shimmer, and all previous missions into it have failed to produce results. All previous 
crews entering The Shimmer have been male and military, this twelfth expedition will be all-female 
and scientific. While it is still uncommon to see an all-female ensemble in films such as this, here it is 
given the briefest of cursory acknowledgements; for the scientists, and the audience, it simply makes 
sense, it is the logical next step in exploring Area X and is nothing spectacular – the spectacular 
will come later. Led by the psychologist Dr Ventress (Jennifer Jason Leigh), the team comprises 
geologist Cass (Tuva Novotny), physicist Josie (Tessa Thompson), paramedic Anya (Gina Rodriguez), 
and biologist Lena (Natalie Portman). Lena’s husband Kane (Oscar Isaac) had entered The Shimmer 
on the previous expedition and was missing, presumed dead, but then calmly returns a year later, 
unable to recollect how he got out and made it home. His deteriorating health leads Lena to the 
Area X observation facility and compels her to volunteer for this next expedition.

Like so many other Science Fiction (SF) narratives this is a journey into the unknown, both 
the geographical and the internal. All of Garland’s past work has, in some way, explored the human 
condition, often in an isolated environment: from his scripts for 28 Days Later (2002) and Sunshine 
(2007) to his directorial debut Ex Machina (2014), Garland has probed what it is to be human and 
how we adapt to a changing world, be it a zombie outbreak or technological advancements – and 
Annihilation continues this trend. The world of The Shimmer is a sphere of adaptation and mutation, 
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of doubles and echoes. Cancer, tumours, and breakdown on a molecular level weaves the narrative 
together: the film begins with Lena teaching her university class about the fundamental cell activity 
that initiates and develops all life; while in Area X she is continually examining samples under the 
microscope, confounded by what she sees; and at the film’s climax her blood merges with the heart 
of The Shimmer. In a flashback, Lena is seen reading Rebecca Skloot’s The Immortal Life of Henrietta 
Lacks (2010) – a work of non-fiction about the medical breakthroughs made through the use of one 
woman’s genes. Henrietta’s family were unaware that her genes had been used until long after her 
death - they are, effectively, the immortal cells that Lena remarks about to Kane. It is a nice little 
touch that receives seconds of screen time and would likely completely bypass many viewers as it 
did me on first watch.

Area X is a world of incredible, seemingly-impossible adaptations because all DNA within the 
Shimmer is refracted and mingled: this is an environment of unusual becomings. French philosophers 
and theorists Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari ruminated on the notion of “becoming.” In Deleuzian 
and Guattarian philosophy there is no opportunity for things to reach a constituted end-point, to 
be a singular entity separate from the world; instead, this inability to do so gives way to a series of 
‘becomings’ in which the boundaries between entities become formless and nominal. These open 
up “the experimentation of common zones not only between various realms of the living (animal, 
mineral, human, vegetal, etcetera), but also between living beings and […] singularities” (Beaulieu 
73). For Deleuze and Guattari, the natural environment is a space in which “fixed identities give 
way to assemblages, alliances, passages and becomings between both being and things” (73) – In 
Area X flowers of supposedly different species are found growing as one plant; an albino crocodile 
with shark-like rows of teeth attacks the crew; a community of plants grow in the shape of human 
forms (of which we assume Josie becomes). Suitably the film is generically hybrid, mixing SF and the 
fantastical, with (body) horror and mystery. Its sole-survivor action tale in an isolated world (if The 
Shimmer were a spaceship this would effectively be Alien) belies the more philosophical heart of 
Annihilation, musing on humanity’s drive toward, and adaptation to, self-destruction. Garland’s film 
is more akin to Tarkovsky’s Stalker (1979) where a group enter a hostile, alien-created zone in search 
for artefacts and answers, as well as Solaris (1971) in which time, place, and ontology begin to lose 
meaning under the weight of memory and grief. Interestingly, those two films were also adaptations 
of celebrated SF texts.

With all adaptations there will be changes and omissions, and it is a shame they could 
not find the space to include the tower/tunnel with its floral, organic scripture written by a creature 
in constant flux but it is understandable, in regards to both running time but also the question 
of how to represent such an unusual creature. To some extent the separate tower/tunnel and 
lighthouse sequences in the novel are conflated in the film. The scenes concerning Lena’s affair seem 
unnecessary, it does not add anything to the story and takes you out from the mysterious world you 
have become invested in. Meanwhile, I am still a little unconvinced about how much we needed to 
see the sequence involving the alien shapeshifting mirroring and copying Lena. Likewise, there is no 
avoiding the fact that, like some of its giant SF forebears, this is a cold and somewhat detached film. 
For some, this lack of emotional connection to the characters will be a barrier, and the film makes no 
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apologies for this – it is an ontological exercise writ large. 

That said, the greatest disappointment with Annihilation was Paramount’s decision to pull 
it from theatrical release everywhere except the U.S and China. Their condescending concern was 
that the film would play unsuccessfully in cinemas owing to its being too cerebral for audiences and 
wanted major changes made, particularly to the ending. Garland stood firm, and thankfully so did 
the producer, and his vision remained intact. The studio subsequently sold the rights to Netflix, and 
while SF fans should be grateful for that purchase, this is a film that demands the large, loud, dark 
cinema experience as it is such a rich world to be immersed in.

This is Garland’s most successful film to date, full of such arresting visuals - from the remains 
of a body violently separated by bizarre floral mutations that would not be out of place on a The 
Mars Volta album cover, to the gloriously creepy scene with a mutated bear crying ever so humanly, 
the final screams of its victim trapped in its genetic make-up. Garland’s previous work has repeatedly 
suffered from a weak final act, but this is his first that remains consistent; the last half hour with 
the crystal trees, human remains and encounter in the lighthouse is a heady, psychedelic feast. 
Throughout the film, Ben Salisbury and Geoff Barrow’s brilliant score enhances the sense of the 
eerie and uncanny; with its hybrid mixture of orchestral, synth and acoustic instruments it fluctuates 
between atmospheric accompaniment to overwhelming soundscape – the striking piece entitled 
“The Alien” is a particular highlight.

Like the novel it is a work which haunts you and grows over time. With its limited release, 
fantastical imagery, and cerebral content it seems destined to become a future cult classic, and 
will join the growing list of excellent, thought-provoking SF - from 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 
through to Arrival (2016). While this certainly will not be for everyone, and could fairly be labelled 
a cold, philosophical exercise, for others it will dazzle, beguile, and stimulate. Ventress’ remark that 
“the person that started this journey won’t be the person that ends it”, will ring true and loud for 
many.
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